“BANK HEIST” PROPAGANDA STRATEGY:
PURPOSE: to create a permanent, ongoing, circulating message with minimal to no cost and with
minimal detection to the propagandist utilize the “BANK HEIST” strategy as follows in 6 steps:
1) Set up if at all possible not in one’s own name, multiple bank and credit union accounts preferably
those which have multiple branches in a larger population area or multiple areas and which you will use
only for this purpose, eg. Bank A; B; C;D. When establishing each account dress differently in all cases
creating a specific persona to associate with each account, eg. Middle class person for bank A, lower
class person for bank B, etc. Ensure that you record the persona mentally and adopt this persona in all
subsequent dealings with this financial institution.
2) Order the lowest denomination of money bills in as large number as possible within reasonable
range(no larger than 500 at a time) to avoid suspicion. This is to maximize the spread of the
propaganda. The bank will assume you have a business of some sort and if asked ensure that it
corresponds to your selected persona, eg. A restaurant or convenience store or a hotel,etc. Depending
on your perceived socioeconomic status. Order this from banks A and C.
3) Once the bank contacts you to pick up your order do so in appropriate disguise using a costume that
is believable and corresponds to your persona and which obscures your normal features to avoid
detection. Remember: you are on camera.
4) Take order form bank A in disguise A, then switch disguises for bank B in disguise B taking the
other order.
5) Return to base and have on hand a pad and bottle of permanent marker ink which can be obtained
from eg. Ebay or the internet. Obtain a business stamp with interchangeable letters and characters to
form the appropriate message which targets the audience you seek to reach and achieves your
objective, eg. A website and slogan both of which should entice the audience and yet be explicit enough
for them to understand the message. This has been done in slogans such as: “jewish white genocide”
referencing the website “thezog.info. Other slogan examples are “immigration=white homlessness”;
“jews behind immigration”; “jewish supremacism”. Websites egs.: jewwatch.com; judaism.is;
smoloko.com
Stamp message in area of bill most easily seen..
6) Deposit in bank C in disguise C the first bundle of bills handing them face down so that the stamps
are not visible to the teller. It is best to go to the bank at a busier time to avoid drawing attention from
bored tellers. The teller will run the money through the counter machine and deposit it. Repeat for bank
D in disguise D. Each money bill will be seen by thousands of viewers and with thousands of bills the
message will continue to circulate virally. Virulent anti-jewishism at its finest. Coordinate this action
with others if possible in advance to be done within a finite period,eg. During the course of one
business week to spread it maximally over a larger area faster

remember.....

